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You are in a room with no
electricity. You have a
petrol lamp, an oil lamp
and a candle. What do you
light first?

There are 7 birds in a tree.
A hunter shoots 3 of
them. How many birds are
left?

How many from the 12
months have 28 days?

A: a match/lighter

A: none; all get scared and
fly.

A: all (have at least 28
days)

If there are 3 apples on a
plate and you take 2, how
many do you have?

Which do you say: a fox
feather at the hat or a fox
feather on the hat?

Why did the Maths book
fall ill?

Take any number, double
it, add 10, divide by 2 and
then take away the initial
number.
What’s the answer?

Take a number between 1
and 9 and times it by 9.
Add together the 2digits in
the new number. What’s
the result?

A: It had too many
problems.

A: always 5

A: always 9

A: 2

A: foxes don’t have
feathers

How many kilos of soil are
in a hole 2 m deep?

A: zero

You run in a race. You pass 2 fathers and 2 sons shoot
the person in 2nd place.
3 rabbits. Each person has
What place are you in?
a rabbit. How is it
possible?

An electric train goes
forward at a speed of
70m/h. The wind blows
from the opposite
direction at 100m/h. In
what direction goes the
smoke of the train?

nd

A: 2 .

A: electric trains don’t
A: grandfather, father, son make smoke

A man came out of the
house with no umbrella,
no raincoat and he still
didn’t get wet. Why?

A: it wasn’t raining.
What is heavier, a kilo of
feathers or a kilo of
potatoes?

A: They’re both the same!

4 girls have a basket with
4 apples in it. Each girl
takes an apple and still
there is 1 apple in the
basket. Why?

A: a girl took the basket
too
If you buy a rooster for
the purpose of laying eggs
and you expect to get
three eggs each day for
breakfast, how many eggs
will you have after three
weeks?
A: Zero! Roosters don’t lay
eggs!

